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and rescue,-peril which the imperiled person is helpless to avert,
rescue at the last moment by exertion agains.t obstacles,-there
was nothing which 'anyone, in this age of the 'World, could claim
as his own. 'Vhat the complainant contends was his own con-
ception was the introducing of the moving milroad train as the
source of peril, and confinement to its track as a method of assassi-
nation. But before he copyrighted his p}ay there had been pub-
lished in a monthly magazine (the Galaxy) a story entitled "Cap-
tain T>om's Fright." It differs entirely from the complainant's
play, except that it contains a "railroad scene," in which a person
is tied upon a railroad track so as to be in apparent peril of his
life from any approaching train. From this peril he is rescued by
the circumstance, unexplained and unexpected, that a switch
had been turned so that the train, which did come, passed him, not
on the straight track, but on a cut-<lff. Such incidents of peril from
milroad trains, and rescue therefrom, being common literary prop-
erty, (it does not appear that "Captain Tom's Fright" was copy-
righted,) it is apparent that the complainant's composition is novel
only by reason of the introduction of the rescuer, whose presence is
therefore so essential to the "dramatic composition" that a repre-
sentation whiCh. dispenses with his presence would not be an in-
fringement.
The performances of the defendants' play with the scene un-

changed, (although such performances were had after the suit was
begun,) and the performance in Philadelphia, before suit, with the
immaterial change 'above referred to,--of suspending the imperiled
person above the track,--sufficiently indicate an intention on the
part of the defendants to infringe complainant's copyright, unless
restrained by a decree of the court. The decree of the circuit
court is therefore reversed, and the cause remanded, with instruc-
tions to enter the usual decree for account and perpetual injuno-
tion. Costs of both courts to appellant.

LOWRY v. COWLES ELECTRIC S::\1ELTING & ALUMINUM CO. et aL

(Circuit Court, N. D. Ohio, E. D. May 13, 18D3.)

1. PATENTS FOR INVENTJONS-AsSIGN:\lENT-CONSTRUCTION.
An lJurporting to convey all discoveries and inventions of

a ccrtain character, owned by C. and B., and applications for patents pend-
ing therefor, Illay be construed to include inventions of the same character
owned by, and applications for patents pending in the name of, B. alone,
where C. and B. jointly own but one of such inventions, but C. Is Bo's
solicitor for procuring patents for the others.

2. OF PnooF.
On a bm to set aside an alleged assignment of a patent by defendant,

as being a cloud on complainant's title,-he chiming under an assignment
from the inventor,--the issue raised by the plea was that the patent be-
longed to defendant because it was included in an instrument executed
while the application was pending, by wh'ich the inventor assii-,'l1ed to de-
fendant all inventions and applications that did or might interfere with
pending apIJlications of defendant. Patents were afterwards granted upon
said applications of both parties. Helrl, that the presumption from this
result is that the applications did not interfere; and the burden is on de-
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fendant, in order to sustain his plea, to show, from the patents, or theIr
file wrappers, that there might have been such an interference.

S. SAME-INTERFEHENCE-ELECTIUC SMELTING.
The patent claimed by complainant (No. 464,933, issued December 8,

18tH, to Ulwrles Bradley) was for a process of separating metals from
their ores, in which fusion by external heat was dispensed with, and an
electric current made to perform the double function of first fusing the
ore, and then separating the metal by electrolysis. In accomplishing this
process, two electrodes are thrust into the vessel containing the ore, and a.
current passed so as to form an arc between them. The heat of the arc
fuses the ore, and then the current flows through this liquid conductor,
and the desired electrolysis begins to take place. The patents issued to
defendant (Nos. 319,795, 319,945, ;)24,659, and 335,058, granted to Alfred H.
Cowles and others) were for a process of smelting ore by electricity, and
means for accomplishing the same, wherein heat was distributed through
the mass of ore by the current flowing through a granular conductor, of
high resistance, such as electric light carbon, mixed with the mass, thus
accomplishing the fusion of the ore, while the separation of the metal
from its compounds was accomplished by the joint effect of the heat and
the chemical action of some appropriate reagent mixed with the ore.
These patents were all filed as exhibits with the plea. Helw, that the facts,
as presented, are not sufficient to show interference between the Bradley
and Cowles patents, whatever might be developed by expert evidence
under an answer, and the plea will be overruled.

In Equity. Suit by Grosvenor P. Lowry against the Cowles
Smelting & Aluminum Company and Alanson Osborn

to set aside an assignment of a patent.
StatEment by TAFT, Circuit Judge:
'1'his cause came on for hearing on the second amended plea to the bill. The

bill averred that the complainant, Grosvenor P. Lowry, was a citizen and res-
ident of the state of New York, and that the Cowles Electric Smelting &
Aluminum Company was a corporation under the laws of the state of Ohio,
and that Osborn, the codefendant, was also a citizen of Ohio, both residing
in the northern district of this state. The bill alleged that Charles S. Bradley
was the first and true inventor of certain new and useful improvements in
electric metallurgical processes; that upon the 23d day of February, 1883, he
filed his application in the patent office, and that such proceedings were had
that on the 8th day of December, there was issued to him, upon a division
of said application, patent No. 464,933, for the process of obtaining metals
from their orcs or compounds by electrolysis, and also another patent, upon
the main division of his application, numbered 468,148 for the process of
Selll11'ating aluminum from its compounds; that in February, 18D2, said Charles
S. HI'i!fl1ey duly assigned these patents to the complainant; that the assign-
ments arc duly recorded in the records in the patent office.
The bill further avclTed that plioI' to March 14, 1885, Francis B. Crocker

and Charles S. Bradley were inventors of certain improvements relating to
electric smelting processes and furnaces, and that at that date they tiled an
application for a patent, numbered 1,,8,805, and that while the application was
pending an interference was found to exist, by the commissioner of patents,
between it and the application previously filed by Eugene II. Cowles awl
Alfred H. Cowles, associated as the Cowles Electric Smelting & Aluminum
Company; that thereupon negotiations were Clltered into by the defendant
the Cowles glectric Smelting & Aluminum Company and said Crocker and
Bradley for the purchase of their said invention, whleh resulted in the execu-
tion of an agreemE'ut dated ?>fay 18, 1885, by which said Crockpr and Bradlev
sold the Cowles Company the invention disclosed and covered by their appli-
cation; that this agreement was recorded in the United States patent office
June 2, 1885; that thereafter letters patent were issued, No. 335,49D, to 8:'j,l
Crocker and Bradley, as assignors of said Cowles Company, for the procE''';;;
of heating and reducing ores by electricity.
The bill then charged that the defendant the Cowles Company, for the pur-
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pose of depriving the complainant of the full enjoyment of the patents Nos.
464,933 and 468,148, transferred to him by Bradley as aforesaid, pretended
to execute an instrument in writing transferring these patents to defendant
Osborn, and containing a recital that the Cowles Company had become the
owner of said patents by virtue of the agreement between the Cowles Com-
pany and Crocker and Bradley of May 18, 1885; that the conveyance to Os-
born was in trust to be reconveyed to the company, or to such parties as me
company should designate, on demand. The bill charged that this assignment
was a fraudulent instrument, that no consideration was paid for it, and that
the sole object was to create a cloud upon the complainant's title. Then fol-
lowed this averment: "That while the language in said agreement between
said Crocker and Bradley and said the Cowles Electric Smelting & Aluminum
Company is broad enough in its terms to cover other inventions of said
Crocker and Bradley than that embraced in said application No. 158,805. it
was not intended to, and did not 'in fact, embrace any other inventions; that
the occasion of making said contract was the existence of said interference
between said application and the application of said Eugene H. and Alfred
H. Cowles; that said Crocker and Bradley never made any invention, or
filed any application, which interfered with any application of the said Eugene
H. and Alfred H. Cowles, except the one last aforesaid; that the application
of said Charles S. Bradley, No. 85,957, upon which said patents 464,933 and
468,148 were issued, was never in interference with any application of said
Eugene H. and Alfred H. COWles, and was not, by any act, understanding,
or contract of the parties, included in said agreement of May 18, 1885, all
of which was well known to said defendants at the time when they executed,
aUd placed upon the record of the patent office the said false and fraudu-
lent instrument of writing aforesaid."
The bill further averred that the two patents belonging to the complainant
were of the value of $5,000 and upwards; that the invention they disclosed
was an important step in the art of reducing aluminum from its ores, in which
art there was a recent and extended activity; that the existence upon the
record of the patent office of the saId false and fraudulent pretended assign-
ment of said patents operated as a cloud upon complainant's title, and greatly
impaired the value of the patents in hIs hands, and made them wholly unsal-
able by him. Wherefore he prayed that the assignment of the two patents
by tho Cowles Company to Osborn be set aside, declared fraudulent, null,
aUI} void, and tllat the defendants be required by the court to enter upon the
record of the patent office a cancellation of the same.
'rho defendants, the Cowles Company and Osborn, filed a joInt and several

plea, and fortified the same by an answer denying fraud or conspiracy or com-
bination. An amended plea was subsequently filed, and then a second amended
plea, which presented the question for hearing. The plea averred that prior to
and on April 8, 1885, the defendant the Cowles Company, being then engaged
in the business of reducing ores by electricity, by means of electric smelting pro-
<,eSSFt{ or flll'lJaccs, .1nd having then pending in the patent office applicationt{
for certain letters patent made and filed by Eugene H. and Alfred H. Cowles,
was infonnell that Charles S. Bra<11ey had made certain improvements relat-
ing to elee/ric furnaces. lJlld the reduction of ores by electricity; that Francis
B. Crocker was hi" sl)licitor or attorney for the purpose of procuring patents
for the said invention; that accordingly the Cowles Company, by its agent,
Colgate Hoyt, purchased and obtained an option for the purchase of thl;
said inventions. (of which a copy was filed as an exhibit with the plea. This
was as follows:

"New York, April 8, 1885.
"By and between Charles S. Bradley and Colgate Hoyt, both of Yonkers,

in the stat\' of New York, it is agreed as follows: Said Bradley shall, upon
demand of sa'id Hoyt. mll'h. at any time within 90 days from the date hereof,
assign to said Hoyt, or his order, for the consideration of ten thousand dol-
lars cash, an undivided % interest in all Inventions which he had hitherto made
in electr'ic furnaces, and in the redu,ction of ores by electricity, and of ail
patents to he granted then-for, W]H·j]ler applications for such patents have
already been filed, or shall herafter be filed, in the patent office of the
United States; and, in cOllsitkl"<llion 01' the option being granted, said Hoyt,
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or the party to whom he may ha.e the same, shall pay to said
at the date hereof, thu sum or fivfl hundred dollars.

"Charles S. Bradley.
"New York, April 8, 1885.

"Received of Colgate Hoyt five hundred dollars. C. S. Bradley."
The plea further averred that afterwards, on May 8, 1885, the Cowles Com-
pany, bdieving that the jlrice nanwu in the option was too large, but still
being desirous ef pI·eyenting any int'·i·[('i'l..nce with its business, and having no
definite knowledge of the exact iUYl'ntions of snid Bradley, but being in-
formed that said Crocker was eonnected therewith, either as attorney, part
ownt'::',.or otherwise, but not knowing the exact capacity, and with no knowl-

of the Humber or character or theil' applications for patents, obtained
from Br:ruley and Croch'r, by a certain assignment in writing, all their inter-
ests, joint and several, in all their discoveries and inventions relating to said
electric processps and furnacps. Tht. agreement was as follows:
"This agreement entered into this 8th day of May, 1885, between F. B.

Crocker, of New Yorl{ city, Y., anci C. S. Bradley, of Yonkers, N. Y., con-
stituting the first party, and the Cowles Electric Smelting and Aluminum
Company, of Cleveland, OWo, a. corporation organized umler the laws of the
state of Ohio, constituting the second party, witnesseth, that, whereas, tile
first party have made certain discoveries and inventions relating to electric
smelting processes and furnaces, an(l have made some applications for patents
therefor in the United States patent office, and, whereas, said party is de-
sirous of becoming thp ownel' of all such discoveries and inventions, it is there-
fore agreed between the parties as follows: I. For the consideration herein-
after mentioned, the l'('("eipt of which, to (lUI' full satisfaction, is hereby ac-
knowledged, the said party does hereby sell, assign, and set over to the said
second party all interest in any and all discoveries and Inventions relating to
electric smelting processes and fumacps. and all patents they have obtained
therefor, and all applications now pending, and caveats on file, In the United
States patent office relating to electric smelting processes and furnaces, which
do or may interfere any applications for patents made by Eugene H.
and Alfred H. COWles, of Cleveland, Ohio, now pending in the United States
patent otlice. It is undClJ'stood and agreed between the parties that this clause
also includes the npplication of the first party, now pending in the United
States patent otlice, and d('signated serial number 158,805, and filed March
14th, 1885. II. Said first party also sells, assigns, and sets over to said second
party their entire interest in all inventions, patents and applications for patents,
in all foreign ct·untrles, for the discoveries and inventions mentioned in the
preceding clause of this agreement. III. Said fir.,t party hereby authorizes
and requests commissioner of patents to Issue to the said second party
patents 1'01' said discoveries and inventions mentloned in the first clause of
this agreement. IV. Said first party, for said consideration, further agrees
to sign and execute all papers necessary to perfecting applications for said
Inventions. and obtaining patents therefor. V. In consideration of the pre-
ceding, said st-cond party hereby pays In hand to said first party the sum of
five thonsand dollars. In testimony Whereof, said parties have h"reunto set
their hands the day and year first above written.

"Francis B. Crocker.
"Charles S. Bradley."

The plea averred that it was the intention of both and all the parties to
the instrument of writing to assign to the party of the second part therein

said separate application of Bradley, filed February 23, 1883, on a di-
Vision of which application the patents Nos. 4G4,933 and 468,148 were is-
sued, as alleged in the bill; that at the time of the execution of the as-
signment of May 18, 1885, there was no other joint application for any
patent pending In the patent otlice, other than that specifically referred to
In the assignment, and that the general terms of the assignment were intended
to relate to, and did in fact relate to, the said separate application of Bradley.
The defendants further averred that this separate application for a patent
for an invention related to electric smelting processes and furnaces, and walt
one t.l:1at did or might Interfere with the applications of Alfred H. and Eugene
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H. Cowles, then pending in the patent office, and to show this reference was
made to three patents issued to Eugene H. aIllI Alfred H. Cowles; to one
patent issued to Eugene H. Cowles, Charles F. Maybury, and Alfred H.
Cowles; to another patent issued to Alfred H. Cowles alone; to the two
patents in suit; to their patent-office file wrappers and contents; and to the
patent issued to Bradlc'y and Croc1;:er,-a11 of which were tiled as exh'ibits
with the plea. 'Vherefore, the defendants averred that the Cowles Company
was the lawful owner of the patent set up in the bill, by virtue of the assign-
ment of May 18, 1885, and tbat its assignment of them to Osborn was a true
and valid instrument; that the assignment was on file in the patent office;
and that the complainant bad notice thereof before any transfer to Wm of the
letters patent referred to in the bill.

Robert S. Taylor, for complainant.
Frederick Betts and M. D. & L. L. Leggett, for respondents.

TAF'r. Circuit Judge, (after stating the facts.) The issue which
the plea tenders is that by the agreement of May 18, 1885, Bradley,
before his assignment to complainant, conveyed to the Cowles Com-
pany the patents claimed by the complainant. Whether the plea
is good, or not, depends upon the construction of the agreement
of May 18, 1885, in the light of the facts averred in the plea. The
first objection made to the claim of the defendants in the plea is
that the agreement is between Crocker and Bradley, and purports
to convey discoveries, inventions, applications, etc., which they
jointly own, whereas the application, whereon the patents set up in
the bill were issued, was an application in the name of Bradley
alone, and the patent was issued to Bradley alone. It is quite
clear, under the authorities cited by complainant, that, if the sur-
rounding circumstances call for such a construction of the assign·
ment as will include in the transfer patents held by Bradley alone,
the language of the contract may be so construed. Co. Litt. 197a;
.Tustice Windham's Case, 5 Coke, 7b; Wharton v. Fisher, 2 Sergo
& R. 182; Williams V. Hadley, 21 Kan. 350; Judd V. Gibbs, 3
Gray, 539; Von Wettberg V. Carson, 44 Conn. 289; Coffin v.
Douglass, 61 Tex. 406; Shoe Co. V. Ferrell, 68 Tex. ():38, 5 S. W.
Rep. 490; Bank V. Beede, 37 Minn. 527, 35 N. W. Rep. 435. If, as
alleged in the plea, there was only one patent application then on
file in the name of Crocker and Bradley, the use of the plural would
indicate that the assignment was intended to carry other patents;
and, as other patents were in the name of Bradley alone, it would
be a reasonable inference that the assignment was intended to
carry Bradley's patent, also.
Before the plea can be sustained, however, it must also appear

that the patents claimed by complainant are for discoveries in
electric smelting processes and furnaces, which did or might inter-
fere with any applications for patents made by Eugene H. and
Alfred H. Cowles, of Cleveland, Ohio, pending in the. patent office
at the date of the assignment, May 18, 1885. The plea makes all
these patents, by reference, a part of it. It is averred in the bill
that no invention of Bradley and Crocker, or of Bradley alone,
except the one mentioned in the assignment itself, did interfere
with any of the patents issued on the applications of the Cowles
brothers, then pending in the patent office. 'fhe Cowles brothers
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got their patents, and Bradley got his. The prima facie presump-
tion from this result is that the Bradley patent could not interfere
with the applications for the Cowles patent, and in order to
make their plea good the burden is on the defendants to show,
from the patents, or their file wrappers and contents, that there
might have been such an interference. Bradley says of his in-
vention, in his specifications:
";Uy invention relates to a process of effecting, by an electric current, the

separation or disruption of aluminum from its ores or compounds, or the dis-
111[ltion, in a similar manner, of other like highly refractory metallic com-
pounds, of w11ic11 aluminum may be considered a tspe, and which have been
dasseti together by reason of the great difficulty in their reduction."

He then says that previous to the invention the process had
been carried on by subjecting the fused ore to the action of the
current in a crucible, placed in the heating furnace, but that this
external heat had interfered much with the usefulness of the
process, by injuring the crucible. He then says:
"The main object of my invention, therefore, is to dispense with the external

application of heat to the ore in order to keep it fused. In order to accom-
plish this object I employ an electric current of greater strength or intensity
than wlmt would be required to produce the electrolytic decomposition alone,
and I maintain the ore or other substance in a state of fusion by the heat
developed by the passage of the current through the melted mass, so that by
my invention the electric currl'nt is employed to perform two distinct func-
tions; one of these being to keep the ore melted by baving a portion of its
electrical energy conVl'rted into heat by the electrical resistance offered by the
insed ore, and the other being, to the desired electrolytic decomposition,
by which ml'ans the heat, being produced in the ore itself, is concentrated at
exactly the point where it is required to keep the ore in a state of fusion."

Again, in his specifications, he says:
"In order to flIse the lllass at the start, I take two electrodes of a suIt-

able material, such as already used in like processes where fusion bas been
effected by an heat, and cO!lnected, respectively, to the two poles
of a dynamo-electric macbine, or other source of current, bring the said
electro(les into contact, separate them sufficiently to form an electric are,
and then thrust them into the bottom of the cavity or basin, where the ore
soon fuses by the heat of the are, and becomes a conducting electrolyte,
through which the current from the electrodes continues to flow. '1'he are,
of course, ceases to exist as soon as there is a conducting liquid-the fused
{)re-between the electrodes, and the passage of the current then takes place
through the fused ore by conduction, and the heat is produced as it is in
an incandescent lamp. The arc is merely used to melt the ore in the begin-
ning, and the ore is kept melted by incandescence, so to speak; the metal-
lic aluminum being gradually deposited at the cathode, and the fluurine
gas set free at the anode, so long as the ore is maintained in a state of fu-
sion."

Bradley's other patent is for the plan of effecting fusion and elec-
trolysis in a heap of ore without the use of any crucible, by making
a cavity in the ore itself, and fusing the ore progressively from
the center outwardly; but, as that is not important here, we may
give it no further attention.
All the Cowles patents are for processes for smelting ores by

electrical currents. Patent No. 319,795 was the first of the patents
referred to in the plea. The patentee says:
"'1'he present inventiun relates to the class of smelting furnaces which em-

ploy an electric current solely as a source of he:tt. Heretofore it has been
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attempted to reduce ores, and perform metallurgical operations, by means
of an electric arc; the material to be treated being brought within the field
of the are, or passed or fed through it."

The difficulties in that operation are then described. The pat-
entee proceeds:
"The object of my invention is to provide a process by which electricity

can be practically employed for metallurgical operations, and for this pur-
pose to secure a distribution of the intense heat which it is well known
electricity is capable of generating over a large area, or through a large mass.
in such a manner that a high temperature can be sustained for a long time,
and controlled. To this end the invention consists, essentially, in the use for
metallurgical purposes of a body of granular material of high resistance,
or low conductivity, interposed within the circuit in such manner as to form
a continuous and unbroken part of the same, which granular body, by reason
of its resistance, is made incandescent, and generates all the heat reqUired.
The are or light material to be reduced-as, fOl' example, the hydrated oxide
of aluminum, alum, chloride of sodium, oxide of cnlcium, or sulphate l)f
strontium-is usually mixed with the body of granular resistance material,
and is thus brought directly in contact with the heat at the point of gener-
ation. At the same time the heat is distributed through the mass of gran-
111ar material, being generated by the resistance of all the granules, and is not
localized at one point, or along a single line. 'l'lJe material best adapted for
this purpose is electric light carbon, as it possesses the necessary amount
·)f electrical resistance, and is capable of enduring any known degree of
heat, when protected from oxygen, without disintegrating or fusing."

The patentees then describe the art of reducing zinc, which is
by distilling the zinc, and condensing the zinc fumes in the con-
densing chamber:
"In the reduction of an ore composed of a nonvolatile metal, or a metal

which is not volatilized at the heat generated in the furnace, the metal re-
mains in the furnace, mixed with the carbon filling the interstices between
the grains, while the gases produced pass off."

The claims of the patent are for the method of reducing ores by
subjecting the ore, in the presence of a reducing agent, to the ac-
tion of heat generated by passing an electric current through the
body of broken or pulverized resistance metal that forms a contin-
uous part of the electric current; the ore being in contact with the
broken or pulverized resistance material, whereby the ore is re-
duced by the combined action of the resisting agent, and of the
heat generated solely by the resistance of the broken or pulverized
body through its mass.
Patent 319,945 is for apparatus by whieh this is to be accom-

plished. Patent 324,(J59, to Cowles, :M"aybury & Cowles, is for an
improvement on the foregoing processes, to overcome a difficulty
in their practical operation caused by the tendency of the aluminum
to take up, chemically and mechanically, a considerable amount of
the granulated carbon. The improvement suggested consists in
reducing the ore of aluminum, in connection with some other metal
which will alloy with the aluminum, and then subsequently separat-
ing the alloy metal from the aluminum by amalgamation or equiv-
alent process. The alloying process prevents the taking up of car-
bon. Patent 324,(J59 is a mere improvement on the original process
mentioned in 319,795, for the production of the alloys, bronzes, and
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metallic compounds. Patent 335,058 to Alfred H. Cowles, for an
improvement in an electric furnace, and the method of operating
the same, is for the same device, substantially, (with changes and
improvements immaterial here,) as that described in the original
Cowles patent.
Such examination of the specifications as I have been able to

give, with my limited knowledge of the subject, does not satisfy
me that the Cowles patents and the Bradley patent did or might
interfere. The Bradley patent was for a process of electrolysis
in which the heat necessary to fuse the refractory ores into the
liquid state required for electrolysis was produced by the resist-
ance to the current in the fused electrolyte. The current is carried,
and is intended to be carried, by the fused ore. The Cowles pat-
ents are not intended to disrupt aluminum compounds by electrol-
ysis. They are intended to produce an intense heat, and apply
it to such compounds in the presence of a reagent, and by the joint
effect of the heat and the chemical action of the reagent to sepa-
rate the compound and its elements, just as iron and other ores are
smelted in a furnace. The gist of the Cowles invention is the use
of the granular carbon distributed through the mass of granulated
ore to carry the current from one electrode to another, and by its
low conductivity and resistance to produce intense heat, not at a
single point, or in a single line, but throughout the ore, and to
maintain it constant. It was not the purpose of the Cowles broth-
ers to carry the current with the ore, but with the carbon. Pre-
viously the current had been carried by the air, making an arc. The
Cowles brothers substituted, for the air, carbon. But it is said
the ore necessarily carried the current in the Cowles process, and
that electrolysis therefore was also present; that this was not
known at the time the patents were taken out, and that this was
not, therefore, claimed, but that the Cowles brothers might have
claimed it in their patents; and that, therefore, the Bradley
patent and the Cowles patents covered the same ground, and
might have interfered. Whether the Cowles patents necessarily
involved electrolysis is a matter of scientific fact, and a fact
which could not very well be averred in a plea. The construc-
tion of patents, and a determination whether they interfere, is
a mixed question of law and fact, depending upon the construc-
tion of specifications and claims and the scientific or other facts
which determine the meanings of those claims, and their effect.
I do not now hold that the Bradle.y patent may not be shown by
expert evidence to cover such ground that it did or might have in-
terfered with the Cowles patents, but I do not now find any facts
averred in the plea, or apparent to me, without scientific knowl-
edge, from the record, that justify me in saying so. The defenses
should be made by answer, and then, upon the evidence to be taken,
the question can be determined as in an ordinary patent suit. Pleas
should properly tender a definite issue, and while the issue here
is definite and single, namely that the assignment of May 8, 1885,
covered the Bradley patent, it is hardly possible to make an aver-
ment with reference to the interference of the Bradley and Cowles
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patents which will not be an averment both of law and of fact.
Such averments make bad pleas. The plea will be overruled, with
leave to the defendants to answer.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO. et aI. v. COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT
LAMP CO. et aI.

(Circuit Court, E. D. Missouri, E. D. April 21, 1893.)

No. 3,707.

1. PATENTS FOR 11\VENTION-rnFRINGJ<;MENT-PREUMINARY INJUNCTION-ELEC-
TIUC LAMP.
A preliminary injunction against the infringement of letters patent No.

22;),898, issued to Thomas A. Edison January 27, 1880, for an improved
electric lamp, should not be granted, sinee it is doubtful whether said
invention was not anticipated by Henry Goebel in 1854.

2. SAME-PRELIMINARY IKJUNCTION-DECISION IN ANOTHEIt CIRCUIT.
A decision of the circuit court of appeals sustaining the validity of a
patent is not conclusive in a second suit in a circuit court of another
circuit, involving the same patent, where a different defense is made.

3. SAME.
The granting of a preliminary injunction by a circuit court in a patent

case does not require the issuance of such an injunction by another cir·
cuit court in a suit between different parties, when the defense, though
the same, is supported by additional evidence.

4. SAME-PRACTICE-SECURITY FItOM DEFENDANT.
Where a corporation charged with infringing a patent was found with

a small capital in order to avoid liability for such infringement, it is proper,
as a condition of refusing a preliminary injunction against such corpora-
tion, to require it to give security for observing the decree in case it should
be defeated in the suit.

In Equity. Bill by the. Edison Electric Light Company and
others against the Columbia Incandescent Lamp Company and
others for infringement of a patent. On motion for a preliminary
injunction. Denied.
Henry Hitchcock, (F. P. Fish, C. A. Seward, and R. N. Dyer, of

counsel,) for complainants.
Boyle & Adams and Fowler & Fowler, (Witter & Kenyon, of

counsel,) for defendants.

HALLETT, District Judge. Complainants allege infringement
of letters patent No. 223,898, issued to Thomas A. Edison January
27, 1880, for an improved electric lamp. This patent came under
the consideration of the circuit court of the southern district of
New York in the case of Edison Electric Light Co. v. United
States Electric Lighting Co., 47 Fed. Rep. 454, and was held to
be for a lamp "consisting essentially of a filamentary carbon burner,
hermetically sealed in a glass vacuum chamber." So understood,
it is the incandescent lamp in common use, and no question is
presented in this record as to the character of respondents' manu-
facture. The defense to the bill and to the motion for preliminary
injunction now under consideration is want of novelty in the
Edison patent. Respondents aver that an incandescent lamp dif-


